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About This Content

Official Soundtrack for the game Tooth and Tail, original score by Austin Wintory.

Over an hour of music, including bonus tracks by:

Eli Bishop

Hyperduck Soundworks

Darren Korb

John Robert Matz

Kristin Naigus

Salome Scheidegger

Liner Notes

Austin: "We want to make a game about war, but we want to make it fun. What were some fun wars?"
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Andy: "World War One was fun. So was the Russian Revolution. Super fun."
Austin: "True, true. And so is starvation. And cannibalism. Really goofy stuff."

Andy: "So our game is all about building tension before short explosive bursts of action… maybe we should use tangos and latin
dance music as the basis for things? Real Time Strategy is essentially ballroom dancing."

Austin: "Yeah, and we can play it all using early 20th century Russian instruments. That makes sense."
Andy: "Except our game is wild and raucous, so let's play the instruments drunkenly."

Austin: "Will do."

That is how this album came to be. Enjoy.

Track Listing

1. The Food of Beasts

2. Hopper, Flagbearer for the Commonfolk
3. Bellafide, Firebrand of the Longcoats

4. The Quartermaster of the KSR
5. Archimedes, Left Hand of the Civilized

6. The Old South Distillery
7. Hollow in the Gut

8. Hyperduck Soundworks: Who Becomes the Meat?
9. The Hungry face a stiff wind

10. Kristin Naigus: Bellafide’s Tarantella
11. Fuel of the Firebrand
12. Snikaree Liberation

13. John Robert Matz: Waltz of the KSR
14. Black Sledge Uprising

15. Bonepit Exile
16. The Siege of Ragfall Road

17. Eli Bishop: Archimedes’ Tango
18. The War for Meat

19. Salome Scheidegger: The Ivories of Beasts
20. Swine, Inscribed

21. To the Ends
22. Darren Korb: Anthem of the Commonfolk

23. Victors will Feast
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What an anticlimax. Was a very dull expeirence. Clearly trying to be sophisticated and stylish but the main character is not
compelling enough. Also the dreadful ending. Why on earth did they use that 'stock' girls scream?? With all the care and effort
in the production they spoilt it with that? At least make her sound like she is seriously suffering with gasp's for a quick death.
Take a look at the original Alien film for inspiration on the sounds of death. In fact take a look at Alien period on how fear
should be part of the eccence of this tosh.. This game is about a 30 year old russian named
\u0412\u043e\u043b\u043e\u0434\u044f.
In this game you rly need to know russian.
This game contains only reading, no gameplay. Sometimes you need to choose what to say.
Story was really interesting and great. I really liked all swearing words in this game.
\u0412\u043e\u043b\u043e\u0434\u044f was going to Moscow and had great adventures. He had talked with alot of guys. His
friends were \u0422\u043e\u043b\u044f, \u042f\u0434\u043e\u043b\u043e\u0432, \u0414\u044d\u043d and others.
Ending of this story was sad. But this story was like Bibble. You want to stop, but you can't.

101\/10. this game is truly amazing for the price. I dont always like puzzle games but this one is a huge acception. first off The
story is amazing Second the movement is great and third the characters look cool. For two dollars it is great id even pay 9.99$
for it! BUY IT.. Hmm, where do I begin? Well, I was a user of PlayStation Home, which I miss incredibly, and I appreciate that
Atom Universe is one of the successors to PlayStation Home. I just wish there were a lot of things on here that could have been
done differently.

The avatars look like they're on steroids. Why not have them look a bit more realistic? The movement (walking/running) doesn't
look very natural either.

The user interface is really clunky. I don't like how I have to open up my PDA to select a dance or a pose. The bleeps and the
bloops are kind of annoying as well. I wish opening menus were more like how PlayStation Home's was, which actually Four
Kings followed up with.

I'm not saying, "Yeah don't play this, this is trash." I actually am very grateful that Atom Republic has made this, but I wish to
see more improvements. In fact, I think it's really cool that they made this cross compatible with PS4 players. Of course, all the
blue players (PS4) like to bash the green players (PC) because there are so many of them and not as many of us lol. I do hope
for the best for Atom Republic and will keep checking back after each update!. Creative and pretty fun. Enjoying the fact that
you can create levels after your done.. If you enjoy platformers at all, please do not be scared away by the graphics.
I initially played for a very short period of time and felt like the game was as simple as the graphics; it was an ok game that I
didn't care that much about.

I went back to the game after I read about the switch port on IGN, and am I ever glad I did. This is a GREAT platformer with a
ton of content, and AMAZING variation of level mechanics. There are so many levels to master and free updates that include
even more content. Even the scenes in between levels are interesting and enjoyable, with some pretty funny (but subtle)
references and jokes.

All in all it is actually my favorite meatboy-like since, well, Super Meatboy. Great game!. I've been waiting for Juanito's release
for a long time and now I can assure you that this game is really amazing! I loved everything about it. The ideas for each world,
the colors and the animation are awesome. It's really funny and you want to play it until the end without stop.
And when you can't stop dying over and over in the same level, you will feel it like a personal matter until you win it!
Besides you can win a lot of funny anti-achievements that makes you feel better.
I really enjoyed it, and congrats to everyone who made this game. You can see all the work and effort in it.. This is like an
intentionally bad version of Empyrion Galactical Survival. It's pretty much the same. You got your starting planet and need to
build a ship and survive and fly to other planets and stuff but while Empyrion feels modern and is very fun, this feels like it's
from 1998. Look at the screenshots. The game is riddled with bugs as well. I would recommend this game to anyone who want
to see a really bad game.. one question who the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 named these achievements, a three year old?
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A beautiful, original and fun game. Some minor things are worked on right now, but it's already perfectly playable.

PRO
- I love the overall concept of the game
- the room is very beautiful
- the Japanese music is perfect
- it's fun to play (although not always easy to get the crates :-)

currently being worked on some improvements like :
- when playing seated, it would be better if you could change the height
- in-game menu to set the music softer and to quit the game
- improvement of the wind effect
- when the landscape "enters" the bowl during gameplay, it just moves through the edge of the bowl and especially with higher
stuff like buildings, this is a bit weird sometimes. A visual effect to illmuniate the edge of the landscape (where it still touches
the edge of the bowl) with a fine line in a different color would be a good idea I think. It would give the game a more polished
look..
- some crates are mandatory to grab, some are optional, a coming update will make this more obvious to the player

I think the price is right for this beautiful and fun little game and I can recommend it if you're looking for something rather
casual and a bit different.. This game got me into the Warhammer 40,000 universe, so I highly recommend this. It is short but
memorable just like Metal Gear Rising. The gameplay is exciting. The story is interesting, and the characters are memorable.
For a game that deviates from the standard RTS that is WH40k by having this game as a third-person shooter, the developers
have done a great job to introduce the WH40k fandom to potential fans. A word of caution when it comes to multiplayer, there
is a huge skill gap -- in terms of item unlocks due to leveling -- between veteran players and newbies so do not get angry when
you get obliterated on your first online game (the fact that there are not a lot of players makes it difficult to earn items, perks,
and weapons that can give you the competitive edge).. This game is poorly made.
Looks bad, handles bad and is in dire need of a proofreading.
The music is decent, but that's about the only positive thing I can say.

This was a waste of time and money, so I'll be refunding it.. This game is trash. It's nothing but grinding with no rewards at the
end.. The first jump scare got me but the voice acting is so god awful, I don't know how it was before but apparently it was
better but now its just awful. It doesn't even match up with the subtitles.. It's a really fun game, challenging AF and the visuals
are great. I used to play bullet hells back when I was a kid and this feels better, visual are modern and clean, music is so rad. I'd
recommend this to anyone that would like to try a BH.. This is gonna be a tough one. Playing InvertMouse games really made
me think otherwise that there are no honest down to earth developers left in the gaming scene. But thats me, lets get on to the
review.

Pros :

Characters- Jesus are these characters deep. With both the art and the dialouge of the character? It really does make them feel
more alive and that I am actually talking to a real human being even if most of the characters are AI.

Art- InvertMouse, wtf kind of school you went to draw such cool characters, i'll pay a small loan of a million dollars for lessons.

Story- Even the Matrix can't beat it with its final movies.

Da feelz- I seriously do feel sorry for almost every character that I have seen, almost none made me have the reaction to say
"♥♥♥♥ off you ♥♥♥♥♥ or ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥."

Cons :

Puzzles- I really didn't like them, I know their there to maybe give the player a challenge or to maybe enphasize on how this task
is not an easy one. Than again mostly I clicked the skip button ;p

FInal Result :
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I give this a deserving 8/10. Keep producing content like this InvertMouse, I really love the work you are doing, I hope it will be
the same in the future and even with the current games as I am guilty of not buying them yet, Except now. Alright thats all for
this review. Tata.

. Every bit as awesome as you remember.. You cannot erase your saved game and re-start. 7W:AAM has no replay value. Had I
know that I would not bought it.. A very fun story where you get to be both bad and good.
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